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1. INTRODUCTION

1.HE rapid development of accelerator technology
has added much to the scientists' knowledge of the
atomic nucleus. One of the most interesting results
of this research is the discovery of a large number
of new elementary particles. Naturally, with such an
abundance of elementary particles (there are now 30
of them, and apparently this list will be supplemented
with new particles) the very concept of "elementary"
particle becomes meaningless. What is the raw maie -
rial of which matter is built? This and many other
important questions can be answered only by a sys-
tematic investigation of the whole gamut of the parti-
cles and their interaction with matter. Experiments
of this type entail as a rule great technical difficul-
ties, because most elementary particles are unstable
and decay rapidly. On the other hand, the yields of
secondary particles of interest to physicists are low
and are furthermore accompanied by a strong pion
background.

Under such conditions it becomes practically im-
possible to use devices which are not controlled in
time or are not specially adapted for this purpose.
These include first various types of bubble chambers,
thick emulsions, etc. At the same time, the elec-
tronic methods such as scintillation or Cerenkov
counters and spark chambers cannot provide exhaus-
tive information on the character of the interaction
between the rare particles and matter. To broaden
the experimental base it is necessary both to im-
prove further the electronic apparatus and to sepa-
rate the rare particles. The latter is a very difficult
problem, particularly when it comes to the separation
of high-energy particles.

Let us consider the relative yields of secondary
particles from a bevatron (proton energy 6.3 GeV)
and from a proton synchrotron (proton energy 30
GeV), shown in Tables I and II'-1· . As can be seen
from the tables, the particles of greatest interest to
contemporary research are Κ mesons and antipro-
tons, the yields of which are among the lowest of all

secondary-particle yields. The values of η, depend-
ing on the energy of the accelerated protons, the
momentum of the secondary particles, and other fac-
tors, range from 10~2 to 10~5. Yet effective opera-
tion of, say, a bubble chamber requires that the
total number of particles registered during each
working cycle must not exceed several dozen (20—40).
The number of background particles, naturally,
should be at least of the same order of magnitude as
the number of the required particles, and the separa-
tion coefficient* is by the same token equal to 102—
105.

The main characteristics of the particles are the
mass, the electric charge, the spin, magnetic mo-
ment, lifetime, etc. In principle a mixture of parti-
cles of two or more species can be separated on the
basis of differences in any of the foregoing charac-
teristics. However, from the point of view of experi-
mental realization of this problem, i.e., from the
point of view of the level of present day technology,
preference should be given to such characteristics
as mass, charge, and lifetime. The use of electric
and magnetic fields and the presence of interaction
between charged particles and the medium has made
it possible to realize a large number of separation
methods. Foremost among them are the absorber
method, the method of electrostatic and electrody-
namic separation of particles, and a few others.

In the present paper we systematize and describe
the existing and proposed methods for the separation
of high-energy particles.

II. SEPARATION BY USING THE DISTINGUISHING
FEATURES OF THE INTERACTION BETWEEN
PARTICLES AND THEIR DECAY PROPERTIES

1. Absorber Method

One of the simplest and oldest methods of separa-

*The separation coefficient is the ratio of the number of back-
ground particles to the required particles before and after
separation.
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Table I. Yields of particles from a bevatron at an accelerated-

proton energy 6.3 GeV

Par-

ticle

K-

K-

K-
K-
K-

ρ

P
P

Ρ

Ρ

Ρ
Ρ,

Ρ

ρ, MeV/c

450

1120

1700
2000
2800

505

450

600
700

800

1700

2000

2800

1690

Target

Mate-
rial

Cu

Length, cm

7,5—1-25

Polyethylene

Be
Be
Be
Cu

Be

Be
Be

Be
Be

Be

Be

C

15
15
15

7.5—1-25
15

15
15

15
15

15

15

5

Ratio -q of the

t i d e s " to the
number of pions in

the target

1/1000

1/140

1/50
1/70
1/70
1/71

1/20-105

1/6.7-105
1/4-2-105

1/2-3-105

1/0-22-10*
1/0-21-105

1/0-35-105

1/0-25-105

Remark

In all cases the
secondary particles
leave the target at an
angle θ = 0°. The yield
of antiprotons (F>) rela-
tive to the pions in the
1 - 3 GeV/c interval
amounts to 10"! — 3
X 10"". The maximum
value is ~6 X 10"! for
P ~ 2 GeV/c.

Table II. Yields of particles from a proton synchrotron at an

accelerated-proton energy 30 GeV

Par-
ticle

K*

K*

K*

K*

K*

K*

K*

S

P,
GeV/c

4.0

5.4

6.4

7.4

11.4

13.6

15.2

emark.

.75°.

Target

Be

Be

Be

Be

Be

Be

Be

In all

Ratio η
of no. of
"parti-

cles" to
no. of

pions in
target

9-10-2

12-10-2

12-10-2

13-10-2

13-10-2

15-10-2

14-10-2

cases the

Par-
ticle

K*

K-

K-

K-

K-

K-

K-

P,

GeV/c

9.4

5,4

6.4

7.4

8.8

11.4

16.4

Target

Be

Al

Al

Al

Al

Al

Al

secondary particles

Ratio η
of no. of
"parti-

cles" to ·
no. of

pions in
target

13-10-2

3-10-2

6-10-2

6-10-2

5-10-2

5-10-2

2-10-2

Par-
ticle

Ρ

Ρ

Ρ

Ρ

Ρ

Ρ

Ρ

are emitted frotr

Ρ,
GeV/c

6.4

7.4

8.8

11.4
12,4
14.4
16,4

Target

Al

Al

Al

Al

Al

Al

Al

the target at

Ratio η
of no. of
"parti-
cles" to
no. of

pions in
target

1-10-2

1-10-2

9-10-3

8-10-3

6-10-3

4-10-3

2-10-3

an angle

tion of charged particles by their masses is the

"absorber method." It is based on the fact that the

ionization losses of particles passing through some

medium are determined by their velocity.

Assume that we have a single-momentum beam con-

sisting, for example, of two species of particles with

different masses. In accordance with the mass dif-

ference, the velocity of the particles of one species

will differ from that of the other. Consequently,

the velocity difference will cause the particles pass-

ing through the absorber to be separable by momen-

tum, too. Subsequent magnetic analysis will result in

spatial separation of these particles.

As is well known, the expression for the most

probable energy (ionization) loss of a particle pass-

ing through a layer of matter I g/cm2 thick, with

allowance for the statistical character of the losses,

can be represented in the form'-3-'

£,-£P =
r

where Ei and Ep are the respective particle ener-

gies before and after passing through the matter, Ζ

is the atomic number of the matter and A is its mass

number, β is the velocity of the particle in units of

the velocity of light c, m ec
2 is the rest mass of the

electron, I( Z) is the average ionization potential of

an atom with atomic number Z, and j is some func-

tion* that depends on the velocity of the particle and

on the characteristics of the medium.

However, expression (2.1) does not take into ac-

count an important circumstance which must be kept

in mind, namely the screening of the electric field of

the passing particle by the atoms of the medium—the

so-called effect of density of matter. The screening

attenuates the interaction and leads to a decrease in

the energy loss. This effect increases with increasing

particle velocity.

The change in particle momentum after passage

through the absorber is

d(pc)= \ -„- f-^ j dx. (2.2)
ο

•The derivation of the function j is described, for example, in
["]; see also ['].
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The maximum beam separation effect is obtained
by suitable choice of the decelerating medium. It is
desirable to have large ionization losses (small I( Z)
and also a small effect of the density of the material).
At the same time, the scattering of the particles and
their nuclear interaction with the material must be
reduced to a minimum. These requirements are
satisfied by absorbers having small Z, such as
Be, (CH 2 ) 2 , and LiH.

Let us consider the application of the absorber
method to the production of an enriched beam of K +

mesons ^. A diagram of this beam is shown in Fig.
1. A beam of 400 MeV/c π and Κ mesons, emitted
from the target at an angle of 35°, enters a magnet
Mj. In addition to separating the required momentum
interval this magnet also focuses the beam onto a
beryllium absorber.* The thickness of the absorber
is 8 cm. After passing through the absorber, the
beam enters a second magnet M, which separates
the Κ and pions in space. The separation coeffi-
cient is equal to 50.

Kn

·
Μ

H
S B C

FIG. 1. Diagram of a 400 MeV/c K-meson channel. 0-target;
p—beam of accelerated protons; K, 77—beam of particles to be
separated; Μ,, Μ—deflecting and focusing magnets; A—beryllium
absorber; BC—bubble chamber.

A recent paper -̂' reports a projected separator
with which to obtain an enriched beam of antiprotons
and Κ mesons with momentum up to 6 GeV/c. The
'authors believe that a beam with a 7r-meson, K-meson,
and antiproton ratio of 1:8:8 can be obtained if a
momentum interval Δρ/ρ = 0.25% can be attained for
the separated particles, and if the current stability
in the magnets and lenses is on the order of 0.01%.
The moderator proposed is solid ( CH2)2-

The simplicity of the absorber method will ap-
parently continue to attract the attention of physicists
in the future, particularly in those cases when a low
admixture of background particles is not essential.

2. Muon Beams

Muons are produced predominantly by pion decay

*If the beam is focused on an absorber the particle scattering
exerts a smaller influence on the quality of separation.

Research with muons without special measures is
very difficult, because of the low intensity and the
large background of the strongly-interacting pions.
This raises the problem of producing high-intensity
muon beams with a low pion admixture.

The muons produced by decay of high-energy
pions are concentrated in a cone with an apex angle
20

m a x ,
defined by the relation

l 9 ON(2.3)

ΕΟμ = 106
where E07r = 140 MeV is the rest energy of the de-
caying pions, PTT their momentum, and
MeV is the rest energy of the muons.

The momenta ρ μ of the produced muons, depend-
ing on their angle of emission, are given by ^

= £πβπ cos θ± VE?n— (1 θ) (2.4)

where we introduce the notation

E*a:

for the energy of the pions in the c.m.s., and γ π for
their energy in the laboratory system divided by the
rest energy.

The distance over which the intensity of the pions
decreases as a result of the decay by a factor e is
equal to

L = - (2.5)

w h e r e τ = 2.65 χ 10 8 s e c i s t h e i r l i f e t ime. To obtain

an intense muon beam it is obviously necessary to
gather the muons within a distance comparable with
the decay length (2.5). This problem can be solved
by producing a strong-focusing channel consisting of
a set of quadrupole lenses. A detailed calculation of
the optical properties of the channel and of the
measurement of the characteristics of the employed
lenses can be found in several papers G*-io]_ Since
the muons are produced over the entire length of the
channel, the number of lenses required to shape the
beam, and accordingly the power consumed, is quite
appreciable. With increasing pion momentum the
length of the channel increases greatly and the eco-
nomic factors become the main obstacles. This dif-
ficulty can be eliminated to some degree by using in
place of lenses a recently proposed system, consist-
ing of several parallel conductors carrying a strong
current '-11-'. Such a system, as shown by the authors
of'-11-', is capable of retaining a considerable fraction
of the produced muons.

At present there is a report of only one muon
channel in operation'-12-'. This channel (Fig. 2), con-
structed at CERN, yields muon beams of high energy
(from pions in the momentum region ~430 MeV/c)
and low energy (pions with momentum above 230
MeV/c and accordingly muons with momentum 130
MeV/c and below). By way of an example we cite the
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FIG. 2. Schematic diagram of the CERN muon channel. 1-
Synchrocyclotron, 2—optical channel of quadrupole lenses, 3—
analyzing magnet, 4—concrete shield.

characteristics of the muons produced at high
energies. For pions with momentum 420 MeV/c we
have Ε π = 440 MeV, E* = 116 MeV, βπ =* 0.954, and
γ π = 3.14. Starting from relations (2.3)—(2.5), we ob-
tain for the muons in this case 0 m a x — 100 mrad,
PMmax ~ 4 2 4 MeV/c, ρμπι[η ^ 235 MeV/c and
L ^ 24 meters. It is clear therefore that the main
difficulty in the production of the channel is to en-
sure an optimal muon yield in the presence of an
extended source, with rather large angle and energy
values, which is still unusual for optical systems. In
order to shape the muon beams, 24 quadrupole lenses
are used in the channel, arranged on a base 13 meters
long. The lens aperture is 20 cm, and the maximum
magnetic field gradient attained in the lens is 1,000
Oe/cm.

The source of the pions entering the channel is a
beam of protons accelerated in a synchrocyclotron to
600 MeV. The initial momentum analysis of the pions
is by the field of the accelerator itself, which sepa-
rates the particles with momenta 350 MeV/c and
higher. To obtain a low-energy muon beam it is
necessary to reverse the direction of the accelerator
magnetic field, so that the protons are accelerated
in the opposite direction. Then, by suitable choice of
the target position, pions with a momentum interval
in the 230 MeV/c region will enter the channel. The
final momentum analysis is by a strong-focusing
magnet consisting of three sections and turning the
particle through 70°. The magnet weighs 21 tons. The
average radius of curvature if 110 cm, and the max-
imum field on this radius reaches .10,000 Oe. From
the focusing point' of view the magnet is a continua-
tion of the channel. The channel is adjusted by vary-
ing the currents in the lenses. The dependence of
the meson intensity on the current settings is shown
in Fig. 3.

Measurements made in the channel have shown
that, at a momentum of 280 MeV/c, 4300 μ" mesons
strike every second a 10 χ 10 cm target located 110

isoo 2oaoi

FIG. 3. Dependence of the meson intensity Ν on the lens
currents I (in amperes) in the CERN muon channel. Curve 1—
high-energy mesons, curve 2—low-energy mesons.

cm from the magnet. The momentum scatter in the
beam is ± 6.3% at half-height of the curve, and the
angle scatter relative to the beam axis at the same
place is ± 27 mrad horizontally and ± 60 mrad
vertically. The pion background reaches 1.5%. At a
distance of 80 cm from the magnet the intensity in-
creases to 6,000 negative muons per second, and the
pion background reaches 2.2%. These figures have
been obtained with a 0.25 μΑ proton beam accelerated
to final energy.

3. Neutrino Beams

For investigations of weak interactions in which
neutrinos take part it is necessary to obtain intense
beams of these particles. The cross section for the
interaction between neutrinos and matter is negligibly
small (σ - 10"3 8 cm 2) M . Very thick absorbers
(steel or concrete) are therefore used to separate the
background. Owing to the small interaction cross
section, a neutrino beam passes through the absorber
with practically no attenuation, whereas the corre-
sponding background is considerably absorbed.

High-energy neutrino beams are obtained in large
accelerators essentially by decay of π and Κ
mesons:

π±—>μ± + (νμ, νμ),

A high intensity neutrino beam can be obtained by
focusing the π and Κ mesons in a wide momentum
and emission-angle interval. The latter circum-
stance is important, since the neutrinos produced
when these particles decay have a narrow angular
distribution. To focus the neutrino, a special device—
a "magnetic horn" &4^—is used at CERN. Its oper-
ating principle can be bes]t illustrated with an exam-
ple taken from geometrical optics. Assume that we
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FIG. 4. Magnetic horn, a) Optical analog of magnetic horn;
b) construction of horn.

have a cone with apex angle 2 θ and a totally reflect-

ing internal surface (Fig. 4a). If we place some-

where on its axis a light source O, then such a

system focuses the rays in the axial direction. A

similar property with respect to charged particles

of the same sign is possessed by the magnetic horn

if the particles are produced in a target placed on

the axis inside the horn. The arrangement of the

horn is shown schematically in Fig. 4b. Current

flows in opposite directions through two concentric

conducting cones. A strong magnetic field, inversely

proportional to the distance from the axis, is pro-

duced in the space between the cones. The particles

emitted from the target pass through the wall of the

internal cone, enter the magnetic field, and are focused

there in the direction of the horn axis. The calculated

particle trajectories are given in '-15-'. The maximum

emission angle at which the particles can still be

focused by the magnetic horn depends on the horn

dimensions, magnetic field intensity, and momentum.

To focus particles with large momenta, on the order

of several GeV, exceedingly large currents are nec-

essary (hundreds of kA), which can be obtained only

by pulsed operation of the horn. The pulse duration

in this case is on the order of 200 microseconds.

The mechanical stresses that occur during the

operation of the horn reach several tons, and the

temperature of the internal conductor is raised 70°C

following each pulse. All this imposes stringent re-

quirements on the choice of the material of the in-

ternal cone, particularly its narrow part. Tantalum

was chosen for its good mechanical properties. The

target placed inside the horn was a cylindrical rod

of heavy material (tungsten) 15 cm long and 5 mm in

diameter. The small target diameter has made it

possible to extract from it pions and Κ mesons at

small emission angles. This, however, raises the

problem of focusing the proton beam extracted from

the accelerator onto a target of very small trans-

verse dimensions. This problem is solved by using

FIG. 5. General schematic diagram of the neutron channel of
CERN. 1 — deflecting magnets, 2 - quadrupole lenses, 3 — mag-
netic horn, 4 — concrete shield, 5 — steel absorber, 6 — bubble or
spark chamber, 7 — accelerator.

magnetic quadrupole lenses. To improve the back-

ground conditions during the registration of the neu-

trino interaction, fast single-turn extraction of the

beam from the accelerator is used. A diagram of the

CERN neutrino channel is shown in Fig. 5. It is used

at present for research with a neutrino beam. [16]

total of 332,000 bubble-chamber photographs have

already been obtained. The experiments are carried

out with protons accelerated to 24.8 GeV, and

7 χ 1011 protons are delivered to the target in the

magnetic horn in each pulse.

ΙΠ. ELECTROSTATIC SEPARATORS

1. Principle of Electrostatic Separation

The mass separation of secondary particles in an

electrostatic field is based on very simple consider-

ations. Particles with identical momenta but with

different masses differ in velocity by Δν. When

moving through a homogeneous electric field perpen-

dicular to their motion, such particles acquire un-

equal transverse momenta, owing to the difference in

the transit time through the field region, and leave

the field at different angles. This makes it possible

to separate in space beams of secondary particles by

species (by masses). Instruments making use of this

principle for the separation of particle beams of one

species are called electrostatic separators.

Let us now consider the quantitative aspect of this

separation method '-17-'. Let particles of two species

with identical momentum ρ and different velocities

βι and β2 move in the direction of the ζ axis, and

let a homogeneous electric field of intensity % be

directed along the χ axis. Then the equation of

motion in the χ direction can be written in the form

where p±— transverse momentum and e—particle
charge. For initial conditions

(3.2)
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we obtain

(3.3)

where τ—time of flight through the region with the
field. If the length of this region along the ζ axis is
I, then T 1 2 = Z/c/312. It is assumed henceforth that
p_L « p. The difference in the transverse momenta of
these particles is given by

(3.4)

where Δ (1/0) = 1/β1 - 1/β2. The angle Δα between
the particle trajectories on leaving the field region is
equal to Δρ^/ρ, or, taking (3.4) into account

PC
(3.5)

For the extremely relativistic case, when βι =* β2

^ 1, we have

where Δ( EQ) = E^ - EQ2 ( E o l and E0 2—rest energies
of the particles in question). Substituting (3.6) in
(3.5) we get

Δ α = - (3.7)

The linear separation of the beams in the separation
plane y = 0 is, in accordance with (3.7), equal to

ι ,
2(pc)»

(3.8)

where L is the length along the ζ axis, transversed
by the particles after leaving the field region. It is
frequently convenient to retain the initial trajectory
of the required species of particles, for example those
having a velocity /3j. This can be done by using a
homogeneous magnetic field directed along the y axis
satisfying the relation U.18.20]

* = £ ; (3.9)
then the background particles of velocity β2 acquire
a momentum (pj_)2 = Δρ^ in accordance with (3.4).
Indeed, the equation of motion is written in this case
in the form

(3.10)

For the required particles the Lorentz force is equal
to zero. When condition (3.2) is taken into account
we have (pi) ( = 0. For the background particle, Eq.
(3.10) is written in the form

d (P±h _
dt -' •-ft)·

and consequently the acquired transverse momentum
will agree with (3.4).

An essential factor in this method is that the beam
separation Δα is inversely proportional to the cube
of the particle momentum. This circumstance, as
will be shown below, imposes a limit on the use of
this principle at very high particle energies.

2. Schematic Diagram of Electrostatic Separator

The schematic diagram of the electrostatic sepa-
rator is shown in Fig. 6a. The optical source of
secondary particles is the target O. The solid angle
of the separator is determined by a system of colli-
mators Kj. The secondary particles emitted from
the target pass through collimators Ku are focused
by the magnetic objective Qj, and enter the analyzing
magnet M. After magnetic analysis in a horizontal
plane (henceforth called the analysis plane), the par-
ticles with specified momentum ρ are focused by
objective Q2 onto the vertical slot of the collimator
K2, forming an intermediate image O' of the source
O. The employed particle-momentum interval
Δρ/ρ is determined by the width of the slit of this
collimator. The intermediate image O' is in the
focal plane of the objective Q3, from which the
parallel beam goes in the direction of the Oz axis
through a deflector D, in which static homogeneous
fields % and Η are produced.

κ, 0, Μ a 2 κ/ 03 ν 4 κ s «s

FIG. 6. General schematic diagram of an electrostatic separator:
a) single stage, b) two stage, In case a) the separator is depicted
both in the separation plane (upper diagram) and in the analyzing
plane (lower diagram).

% is directed along the χ axis and Η along the y
axis, with 8/H = βχ. Accordingly, the separation of
the particles occurs in the vertical plane (henceforth
called the separation plane). The particle separation
angle Δα is determined by (3.5). The images O"
and O'{, produced by the particle beams of different
species, are spatially separated in the focal plane of
the magnetic objective Q4. The required particles
pass through the collimator slot of collimator K3 and
enter the bubble chamber after focusing. The back-
ground particles do not pass through the collimator

K3-
We introduce a coefficient of separation quality

«=£.' (3-11)

where S—distance between the centers of the inter-
mediate images Of and O2\ and h"—their linear
dimensions in the separation plane y = 0. In order
for the images Of and O2' to be minimal, the coeffi-
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cient of magnification of the optical system is chosen
to be close to unity. Then the dimensions of O" and O'{
are determined both by the dimensions of the source
Ο itself and by the distortion introduced by spherical
and chromatic aberrations of the magneto-optical
system. For an ideal optical system (without aberra-
tions) with unity magnification, the dimensions of the
images in the separation plane h" are equal to the
height of the target h, and consequently

(3.12)

S = AaF, where Δα is given by (3.5) and F is the
focal distance of the lens.

Consequently

VJ _
Κ, β, β2

(3.13)

As shown by experience in bubble chamber operation,
the beam can be separated if the following condition
is satisfied

ε>2. (3.14)

In practice account must be taken of different aberra-
tions in the optical system, and of other disturbing
factors not connected with the optics (we shall stop
to discuss them in greater detail below). As a result,
the images O" and Ο£' become smeared out and may
overlap, i.e., the particle separation is incomplete.
Several deflectors are therefore usually included in
the separator, and when the beam of the required
particle passes through these deflectors it is grad-
ually "cleared" of the background.

Figure 6b shows a two-stage separator of this
type. As will be shown below, the optical magnifica-
tion of each stage is chosen close to minus unity, i.e.,
each succeeding image is inverted with respect to the
preceding one. Since most background particles are
located on the edge of the optical image of the re-
quired particles, better separation conditions are
ensured by reversing the signs of % and Η in each
succeeding stage relative to the preceding stage.

3. Ion-Optical Separator System

In separators the focusing objectives used are sets
comprising several quadrupole lenses (doublets or
triplets). A single quadrupole lens cannot produce a
real image, for when it focuses in one plane (say,
vertical) it defocuses in the other plane (horizontal).

We shall define as the period of the optical system
of the separator that part of the optical system con-
tained between two neighboring intermediate images
O11"1 and O11. For example, in the separator shown
in Fig. 6b, this period is the section between O" and
O'" ( or O'" and O I V) and is made up of two lenses.
Let us design an optical system of this type. We take
the simplest objectives (doublets of quadrupole lenses)
and carry out the analysis in the "thin" lens approx-

imation. We use the matrix method
duce the vector

a n (j intro-

(3.15)

characterizing the position of the particle, where χ
and a are the coordinate and angle of the particle in
the vertical plane, while y and χ are the coordinate
and angle in the horizontal plane.

If Μ is the transformation matrix for a single
lens, then the position r 2 of the particle after pass-
ing through the lens can be represented in the form

Γ 2 = Μ Γ ) > (3.16)

where rl is the vector at the input of the lens. For
a magnetic quadrupole the transformation matrix is

(Mx 0\

(3.17)0 M,

in the vertical plane and

1 Τ
0 1

ν

1 0

4*
1 Τ-
ο 1

i —
2

0 1

(3.18)

(3.19)

in the horizontal plane; F = ±Hp/dG—focal distance,
Hp—magnetic rigidity of the particles, G—gradient
of the magnetic field of the lens, d—effective length
of the lens. The introduced approximation, in the
form of (3.18) and (3.19), is sufficiently accurate if
| F | » d. From the spectra of the matrix Μ [see
(3.17)] we see that the vectors (* ) and ( v ) trans-
form independently. We shall henceforth confine
ourselves to particle motion in the vertical plane
only, since the corresponding horizontal motion is
obtained by replacing F with — F in the matrices of
all the lenses. As was shown in the preceding section,
the employed system of two identical objectives, i.e.,
the period, successively transforms a point source
into a parallel beam and then the parallel beam into
a point. Mathematically this process is represented
by introducing for the period a transformation
matrix Τ which is the product of three matrices: the
transformation matrix for the first objective

(3.20)

the matrix for the space between the objectives with
length D

C = (5 f ) (3-21)

and the matrix for the second objective, which is the
inverse of R and has the form

η _ f (3.22)
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If the source is situated on the axis of the system at
the point ζ = 0, and the planes ζ = Zj and ζ = ζ2 co-
incide respectively with the principal planes of the
first and second lenses of the first objective then, as
shown in ^ ,

Ω=·
iab

• ^ 2

Zl(%— zl)

(3.23)

where Fj and F 2 are the corresponding focal dis-
tances of the lenses. In order for the matrix R to de-
scribe the transformation of a pointlike source into
a parallel beam, and for R to describe respectively
the inverse transformation, the condition R22 = 0
must be satisfied. If the focal distances are chosen
in the following manner:

Fi=±zl

(3.24)

then the indicated condition [see (3.23)] is satisfied
for both vertical and horizontal motion. Recognizing
that Det R = 1 and R22 = 0, i.e., - Ri2R21 = 1, we
obtain Τ in the form

r—i

0
Rv. • + * _ ι

From this we get for the optical magnification of the
system

Z " , i = - 1 .

An important characteristic of particle separators
is the intensity of the resultant beam, which is de-
termined, in particular, by the solid angle of the
optical system. If the maximum angle is a in the
vertical plane, and χ in the horizontal plane, then
the solid angle of the system is

Ω = 4αχ.

The value of a is determined by the vertical dimen-
sions 2a of the aperture of the lens and its position
relative to the source:

In the horizontal plane, the maximum angle is
__b_

where 2b is the horizontal dimension of the lens
aperture. According to (3.23) and (3.24)

Consequently the solid angle is

When we proceed to consider real optical systems,
we must take into account various types of optical
aberrations which lead to spreading of the image.
The most important contribution is made by chro-
matic aberration. It is due to the dependence of the
optical strength of the lens on the particle momentum
and imposes the limitation on the choice of the mo-
mentum interval of the separated beam. For a
triplet of quadrupoles, the chromatic aberration can
be reduced compared with that of a doublet ®®. For
greater reduction of this aberration, more compli-
cated magnetic lens—sextupoles—are used '-23-'.

Nonlinear aberrations connected with the higher
spatial harmonics in the quadrupole field result in
a dependence of the focusing properties of the lens
on the coordinates of its aperture. It has been
eliminated to a considerable degree in the latest and
most improved lenses.

Spherical aberration due to large particle-trajec-
tory angles is in practice negligibly small for high-
energy beams, since the angles are always small in
this case ( £ 1CT2 rad). Other optical distortions
may be due to the instability of the current in the
lenses in the presence of stray magnetic fields. The
influence of these factors can however, be reduced
to a minimum.

4. Example of an Existing Separator

At the present time there are several electro-
static separators in operation in various laborator-
ies D>i8-20,24-29]_ Let us stop to discuss in detail a
separator for 1.17-GeV/c K" mesons β'20-1, used for
several years for bevatron experiments.* A diagram
of this separator is shown in Fig. 7. The total length
of the channel from the target to the hydrogen bubble
chamber is 33 meters. Such a distance accommo-
dates four K"-meson decay lengths, as a result of
which only 1.9% of the initial number of K" mesons
enter the bubble chamber. At the entrance to the
channel the ratio Κ"/π" is 0.007. To make this
ratio at the output of the separator not worse than
unity, the separation coefficient (the ratio of the
number of sought particles to the background
particles at the output of the channel in the presence
of separation, divided by the same quantity without
the separation), should be of the order of 104. This
condition is satisfied in a two-stage system.

The position of the target is chosen to make the
secondary particles, which are emitted from the
target with a specified momentum 1.17 GeV/c at

There are now more highly perfected systems, and others are
being designed!"-"].
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FIG. 7. Diagram of existing bevatron electrostatic separator
for 1.17-GeV/c K' mesons. O-internal target; K1( KJ( K3_colli-
mators; Q l ; Q2, Q,-quadrupole-lens objectives; D, D2—deflector;
M—analyzing magnet; HC—hydrogen chamber.

zero angle, reach precisely the entrance to the

channel. The magnetic analysis of the secondary

beam is by the bevatron field. The particles passing

through the thin exit window of the accelerated

chamber and through the collimator system are

focused by the objective into a parallel beam and

strike the first deflector. Further motion of the beam

is in accordance with the diagram of Fig. 6, except

that a deflecting magnet is used at the output of the

second deflector for vertical focusing. The final

separation of the background particles from the re-

quired ones is by collimator K3.

Let us stop to discuss in greater detail some of

the most important details and units of the separator.

Target. The chosen target dimensions are 3.2

x 12.5 χ 75 (height, radial dimension, and length

along the proton motion, in millimeters). The target

material is aluminum. Experiment has shown that

approximately 7% of the primary proton beam inter-

acts in such a target. The solid angle of the separator

is 4.3 msr. The chosen particle-momentum interval

Δρ/ρ is 2.5%, thus ensuring a K"-meson flux 0.87

K~/1010 protons at the entrance to the hydrogen

chamber.

Deflectors. The transverse cross section of the

deflector is shown in Fig. 8. The horizontal homo-

geneous compensating magnetic field is produced by

longitudinal winding. Walls A and Β of the iron

housing serve as the pole surfaces, while Ε and F

serve as the magnetic core. The upper and lower

stainless-steel bases C and D ensure complete

vacuum isolation of the internal part of the deflector.

Each electrode is approximately 6 meters long and

17.5 cm wide, and is mounted on a metal frame. The

distance between the electrodes is 5.5 cm. The elec-

trodes are stainless steel.

The working voltage is 380 kV, with a magnetic

field intensity 216 G, thus satisfying the condition

g/H = β. The K-meson and pion separation angle is

2.32 mrad. To obtain K" mesons with a small admix-

ture of background particles it is important to attain

high homogeneity and stability of the electric and

magnetic fields. The stability of the electric field is

maintained within 1%, and that of the magnetic field

FIG. 8. Construction of the deflector (cross section).

within 0.34%. The mean square deviation of the gap

between the electrodes does not expeed 0.02 mm

over the entire surface.

Beam optics. The objectives Q l t Q2, and Q3 are

quadrupole triplets. Measurements have shown that

the most dangerous aberration in this installation is

the nonlinear aberration. In DFD (defocusing +

focusing + defocusing lenses) objectives the aberra-

tion is much smaller than in FDF objectives. For

the vertical focusing, which must satisfy more

stringent requirements, all three objectives are

therefore of the DFD type, although the chromatic

aberration is in this case higher. Type FDF objec-

tives are used to focus the beam in the horizontal

plane.

Separation efficiency and background. There are

many causes for the spreading of the intermediate

images and for the appearance of background parti-

cles in the K"-meson image. The most important

among them are: (1) nonlinear and chromatic aberra-

tions in the focusing quadrupoles, (2) multiple scat-

tering of the particles as they pass through the ac-

celerator-chamber exit window which separates the

vacuum system of the bevatron from the vacuum

system of the separator. (3) "halo" due to the decay

of the pions and strange particles in the target re-

gion, (4) production of particles on the target holder,

(5) inhomogeneity and instability of the magnetic field

of the accelerator along the trajectory from the

target to the exit window, (6) scattering of the parti-

cles on the edges of the collimator slot, (7) instabil-

ity and inhomogeneity of the fields in the deflectors

and lenses, and (8) π — μ decay in the channel,

which leads to a contamination of the beam by muons.

The muon background can be appreciable, since the

deflector does little to separate the muons from the

K~-mesons, owing to the fact that the average π — μ

decay angle is considerably larger than the separa-

tion angle, so that the percentage of contamination by

muons is determined by the probability of their
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striking the slots of the collimators K2 and K3. For
the second stage, factors (2)—(5) drop out. There-
fore , as expected, the separation coefficient in the
second stage is one order of magnitude higher. The
over-all separation coefficient is 105, and the
Κ"/π" ratio at the entrance to the bubble chamber is
12.5.

5. Field of Application of the Electrostatic
Separation Method

Further progress in separator construction tech-
nology has made it possible to obtain pure beams
with higher energies than in the example of the work-
ing separator shown. Thus, there is in operation at
CERN a two-stage separator'-3-' which yields pure
beams of 3.5-GeV/c K" mesons, 5-GeV/c antiprotons,
and 6-GeV/c π+ mesons. The total channel length from
the target to the bubble chamber is 87 meters. The
field intensity in each stage is % = 50—60 kV/cm.
Separators are also under construction at CERN and
other laboratories for higher antiproton momenta (up
to 6 GeV/c) [ 3 1 > 3 2 ]. The lengths of these channels
amount to hundreds of meters, and the electric field
intensities in the deflectors reach 100 kV/cm. Such
marked progress is due principally to improvement in
the optical systems of the channels. The dimensions of
the images in the separation plane have been reduced
to 1—2 mm, the chromatic aberration has been de-
creased as a result of using sextupoles and other
systems, while the remaining types of aberrations and
distortions in the optical systems have been elim-
inated to a considerable degree. It can be stated that
the improvement in the optics has reached its prac-
tical limit and further progress can be obtained only
by improving other parameters. In accordance with
(3.6) and (3.13), the separation quality coefficient for
ultra-relativistic energies and for optimal optics is

(3.25)
2 (pcfA

where V = ^s—total voltage on the deflector elec-
trodes, A = hs/F—acceptance of the beam in the
separation plane, and s—gap between the deflector
electrodes. For example, when working with bubble
chambers it is still possible to attain ε = 2. In ac-
cordance with (3.25), for this case the limiting mo-
mentum of the separated particles ( pc ) m a x is equal
to

V 4 A J

It follows therefore that higher energies in electro-
static separation can be attained as a result of the
following: (a) reduction in the acceptance A, (b)
increase in the voltage V on the deflector electrodes,
and (c) increase in the length of the deflector I. Let
us discuss each of these possibilities B3,33,34]_

The vertical acceptance of modern separators
reaches a value of 0.1—0.2 mrad-mm at a target
height h = 1—2 mm. Any further appreciable de-
crease is hardly advantageous, for this leads to such
a decrease in the intensity of the separated beam
that the effective operation of the bubble chamber
becomes impossible.

The limiting voltage on the electrodes is deter-
mined by the value at which intense breakdowns
arise. At present voltages up to 500 kV are used and
there are grounds for assuming that this can be
raised to 1 megavolt in the future by special treat-
ment of the electrode surface, by choice of material,
and by special conditioning. Interest attaches to the
construction of electrodes in which the surface of
one of the electrodes is covered by polished glass '-35-'.
In the course of operation of the deflector, this glass
is specially heated. Such deflectors are already used
in existing separators ^ , and produced high field
intensities ( ^ 100 kV/cm).

The length of the deflector plates in modern
separators reaches ~20 meters. Further increase
in the length becomes difficult, since account must
then be taken of the beam divergence and of the
attainability of the specified stability and homogeneity
of the electric and magnetic fields. The latter im-
poses a stringent limitation on the length of the
electrodes and determines the limit of utilization of
the electrostatic separation method at very high
energies. Indeed, the fluctuations of the deflection
angle δα are connected with the fluctuations of the
electric and magnetic fields 68 and δΗ by

δα

where

a = -pcp

For normal operation of the separator it is necessary
to satisfy the condition

δα Δα

α α '

where Δα is given by (3.5). Recognizing that for
high energies βχ ^ β2 - 1, we obtain a condition for
the stability of the fields % and H:

ψ € Δβ and ψ « Δβ.

Thus, for example, when separating antiprotons and
pions with momentum 5 GeV/c, we get Δβ ^ 10"2.
It follows therefore that the stability and homogeneity
of the fields % and Η should be of the order of 10~3.
On the other hand, since

Δβ ~ Γ

the stability of the homogeneity must be maintained
at a level not worse than 104 when the momentum of
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the separated particles (antiprotons) is increased

from 5 to 15 GeV/c. Such tolerances, particularly

for long deflectors, create a very complicated tech-

nical problem. The production of pure antiproton

beams with the aid of electrostatic separators is ap-

parently limited to momenta not exceeding 15 GeV/c.

Accordingly, for Κ mesons this limit lies in the

region 10 GeV/c. When considering the separation

of Κ mesons, account must also be taken of the fact

that these are unstable particles and that long

channel lengths can lead to a considerable decrease

in their number.

IV. ELECTRODYNAMIC SEPARATORS

1. Basic Principles

A new approach to the problem of mass separation

of particles is based on ideas connected with the use

of the analyzing properties of high frequency (hf)

electromagnetic fields. An important factor in the

successful development of these principles is the

fact that many accelerators produce an accelerated

particle beam with a sufficiently good high-frequency

structure, i.e., the accelerated beam is modulated in

intensity at the frequency of the accelerating voltage.

The most instructive in this respect is the linear

accelerator. Its output beam constitutes periodically

repeating pulses of accelerated particles with a suf-

ficiently high off-duty factor. The secondary parti-

cles produced by the interaction between the accel-

erated beam and the target will obviously duplicate

the high-frequency structure of the primary beam.

W. Panofsky *-3O proposed an original method of mass

separation of particles with a linear accelerator,

which reduces briefly to the following.

Assume that single-momentum particles of two

species are emitted periodically from a target during

a short time interval At « T, where Τ is the period

of the accelerating voltage. Their position relative

to the accelerating voltage at the instant of emission

from the target is shown schematically in Fig. 9a.

As they traverse the free space, the particles become

mass-separated along their trajectories. The

heavier particles, with lower velocity, lag the light

particles. The separation Δζ over a certain base L

can be expressed in the form

(4.1)

If we now produce along the path of the particles, in

some region of length I, a high frequency electric

field having the same wave-length λ as the wave-

length of the accelerating field in the linear acceler-

ator, and if I « λ, then the angular deflection of the

particles α will be determined only by the instant

when the particles enter this region.

If L is chosen such that

(4.2)

ΓΠ,,ΪΠ?

FIG. 9. Positions of the separated particles relative to the
high-frequency deflecting field, a) Instant of leaving the target;
b) instant of entering the deflecting system (mi; m2-particle
masses, T-period of the high-frequency deflecting field).

where n= 0, 1, 2 , . . . , and the deflecting field has a

maximum value at the instant when the light particles

enter, the particles under consideration are subjected

to angular deflections which are opposite in sign

(Fig. 9b), and can subsequently be separated in space.

The separation angle is in this case

. _ egi r l , l
pc

(4.3)

The deflecting system can be constructed in the

form of a single cavity or a system of cavities, and

also in the form of a waveguide that produces trans-

verse deflection.

The possibility of spatially separating secondary

particles by masses with the aid of waveguides with

traveling waves, as applied to linear accelerators,

was pointed out also by D. V. Volkov '-37-'.

In 1957 V. I. Veksler and V. A. Petukhov (see [38,39]

proposed a method for mass separation of particles

with accelerators such as proton synchrotrons with

weak and strong focusing. Let us explain the pro-

posed method using the proton synchrotron of the

Joint Institute for Nuclear Research as an example.

This proton synchrotron is intended to accelerate

protons to 10 GeV. During the acceleration, the beam

occupies part of the perimeter of the vacuum chamber.

Its angular dimensions at the end of the acceleration

are approximately 100°, corresponding to linear di-

mensions on the order of 70 meters. The individual

cluster of secondary particles will be of the same size.

We can attempt to use this high frequency structure

of the secondary-particle beam for mass separation.

However, as can be readily seen from (4.1)—(4.2),

the base L needed for the required longitudinal mass

separation of the particles depends essentially on the

wavelength λ of the accelerating voltage. In the pro-

ton synchrotron of the Joint Institute for Nuclear

Research, at the end of the acceleration we have

λ « 200 meters and the necessary base L for parti-

cles having energies of several GeV would amount to

several kilometers.
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The authors proposed to get around this difficulty
by artificially producing the required high frequency
structure in the beam of the accelerated protons.
This can be done by switching the proton synchrotron

•to the multiple acceleration mode at the end of the
acceleration cycle. Indeed, if the protons are ac-
celerated to their final energy and then the accelerat-
ing voltage is turned off, the beam fills uniformly the
entire perimeter of the vacuum chamber. If we now
apply an accelerating voltage with a frequency q
times larger than the frequency of revolution of the
beam, and ensure at the same time the required ac-
curacy, we can recapture a considerable fraction of
the protons into a new mode—that of multiple accel-
eration. The accelerated beam will then be bunched
in q clusters, and the azimuthal dimension of each
will be equal to the wavelength of the multiple voltage
AQ = λ/q, where λ is the wavelength of the accelerat-
ing voltage in the normal operating mode of the pro-
ton synchrotron. In order to greatly reduce the
length of the base L it is necessary to use a multi-
plicity q ~ 102. The proton acceleration time at the
multiple frequency will be determined only by the
time of shaping of the beam and the time of its ex-
traction to the target. The shaped proton clusters
are extracted so as to ensure the necessary off-duty
factor of the periodically repeating pulses of second-
ary particles without disturbing the produced high-
frequency structure of the circulating beam. The
spatial mass separation of the particles occurs at
the end of the travel base L and is effected by a
system of resonators operating at the same wave-
length \q.

The hitherto considered dynamic methods of mass
separation of particles were based on the presence
of the high frequency structure of the separated
particle beam. This occurs automatically when work-
ing with linear electron accelerators, or else such a
structure is produced artificially by switching the
accelerator to a multiple acceleration mode. One of
the first attempts at dynamic particle separation
without a high-frequency beam structure was pro-
posed by J. Blewett^. In his method (Fig. 10) a
beam of secondary particles of fixed momentum is
extracted from the accelerator and guided to a de-
flector, which comprises a traveling-wave structure
in which the propagating electromagnetic wave im-
parts a transverse momentum to the separated parti-
cles. The wave velocity is chosen equal to the velocity
of the background particles. The deflector length L
satisfies the condition that the required particles
change their initial phase by 2π as they move through
the deflector. Then we have at the exit from the de-
flector a diverging beam of background particles and
a parallel beam of required particles. The first de-
flector does not separate the required and background
particles completely in space, since part of the back-
ground particles is deflected little (π2 and π3, case

4 \)L

I
-— ι—-

FIG. 10. a) Schematic diagram of high-frequency separator
proposed by J. Blewett (I, II—high-frequency deflectors); b) posi-
tion of separated particles relative to high-frequency fields at the
entrance to the first deflector and c) at the entrance to the second
deflector.

of Fig. 10a). Complete separation of the particles is
effected by the second deflector which has the same
dimensions as the first, from which it is separated
by a distance

(re = 0, 1, 2, . . . ) · (4.4)

In this case the voltage in the second deflector is
shifted 180° in phase relative to the first. Now the
background particles, which are deflected little,
enter the second deflector with phases that contribute
to maximum deflection. The necessary particles,
which are also shifted 2π in phase in the second de-
flector, are not deflected again, and consequently can
be separated from the background particles.

Developing this idea further, Panofsky proposed
to use for separation of the particles a high frequency
deflecting electric field with circular polarization ^41Λ

FIG. 11. High-frequency particles separation, proposed by W.
Panofsky. a) 1, 2—high-frequency deflectors; 3—system of lenses;
4—absorber, b) position of separated particles relative to the de-
flecting high-frequency fields at the entrance to the first deflector
and c) at the entrance to the second deflector.
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Figure 11 shows schematically such a separator,

which consists of two identical deflectors separated

by a distance L. Between the deflectors is a system

of magnetic lenses, which project the center of de-

flector 1 onto the center of deflector 2. The deflect-

ing electric field of wavelength λ, produced at each

deflector, is circularly polarized and its electric

vector % rotates in a plane perpendicular to the axis

of the system. The magnitude of this vector and the

direction of its rotation are the same in both deflec-

tors. For simplicity we assume for the deflectors

lengths I « λ. Let a single-momentum beam with

two species of relativistic particles of masses m t

(background particles) and m2 (required particles)

enter the first deflector. At the exit from this de-

flector the beam will be distributed over the surface

of a cone with apex angle

pc

If the length of the travel base L is

L = P^- (4.5)

[see (4.1), (4.2), (3.6)], then at the end of this base

the required particles have a phase shift it relative

to the background particles. By suitably choosing

the phase of the high frequency field in the second

deflector, it is possible to suppress completely the

deflection which the background particles have ac-

quired in the first deflector, and accordingly double

this deflection for the required particles. Thus, at

the exit from the second deflector the required par-

ticles are distributed over the surface of a cone with

apex angle 2a, whereas the background particles

form an undeflected parallel beam. An absorber

placed at the center intercepts the background parti-

cles, and by the same token ensures spatial separa-

tion of the initial beam. It must be emphasized that

the high-frequency structure of the beam entering

the separator can in this case be arbitrary; in par-

ticular, the beam can be continuous.

To obtain a circularly polarized high-frequency

beam it is obviously necessary to excite simultane-

ously two ordinary linearly-polarized modes, with

mutually perpendicular polarization planes. This can

be accomplished by using as the high-frequency de-

flector, for example, a system of two identical cavi-

ties which are mounted flush to each other and are

turned 90° relative to each other. It is seen therefore

that the power required for this separation method

is practically double that of systems that deflect the

particles in one plane only. It is precisely for this

reason that the main emphasis in Panofsky's scheme

is on using high-frequency systems with linearly

polarized waves L42-49J i n SUch systems the particle

deflection is in one plane, so that the particles at the

exit from the second deflector are concentrated in an

angle interval ±2a in the plane of polarization of the

wave. Although this variant entails a certain loss of

intensity of the required particles in the absorber, it

is energetically more favorable and much simpler in

construction. In addition, it becomes possible in this

case to separate the analysis and separation planes,

thereby facilitating the production of minimum image

dimensions for the separated beams.

All the dynamic methods considered so far have

yielded a transverse particle deflection dependent on

the longitudinal particle velocity. The longitudinal

momenta of the particles of the different species re-

mained practically unchanged. As indicated by

Murray'-50-', particle separation with the aid of high

frequency fields can be realized by a different method,

reminiscent of the absorber method. As is well

known, it is relatively simple to mass-separate par-

ticles by the absorber method at low energies. On the

other hand, at high energies the method becomes in-

effective because of the small difference in the ioni-

zation losses of the separated particles. In high-

frequency systems it becomes possible to produce a

momentum difference between particles of different

mass and identical momentum at appreciably larger

energies than in the absorber method. To this end

Murray proposed a system of the linear-accelerator

type (Fig. 12).
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FIG. 12. Diagram of high frequency separator of the accelerat-
ing type, proposed by J. Murray. I, II, III, IV—elements of ion-
optical system of the separator (magnetic quadrupole lenses,
turning magnet); LA—linear accelerator; I, II—momentum distribu-
tion of the separated particles and of the background following the
passage through the first and second elements of the ion-optical
system; LA—after passing through the linear accelerator, III, IV—
after the third and fourth elements of the ion-optical system.

The phase velocity of the wave in such a system

should be chosen equal to the velocity of the required

particles. The length of the system is determined

from the condition that the background particles
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change their phase 2π on passing through the system.
In such a case, part of the required particles will be
accelerated. The background particles will acquire
no increase in energy whatever. Subsequent magnetic
analysis makes it possible to separate the particles
by masses.

2. Motion of Charged Particles in High-Frequency
Fields

In the preceding section we have shown that in
dynamic separators the deflecting elements are
either resonators or waveguides. Let us establish
the main laws governing the motion of charged parti-
cles in such systems. Starting from this analysis, we
immediately single out the class of high-frequency
structures which can be used for the separation of
particles with different masses. We use in our ex-
position the results of C51>52J. jn view of the import-
ance of this question and some specific features of
resonator and waveguide systems, we describe the
behavior of charged particles in each system sepa-
rately.

a) Resonator systems. From the point of view of
separation of charged particles, greatest, interest is
attached to the transverse momentum p x acquired
by the particle after passing through the resonator.
Let a particle with charge e move along the ζ axis
of a resonator with velocity v z. In the calculation
we assume that the particle velocity vz does not
change on passing through the resonator. Then the
momentum ρ χ acquired by the particle will be given
by

£ S [ ^ ] Z , (4.6)*

where I—length of the resonator in the Oz direction.
We express Ε and Η in terms of the vector potential
A, using the relations

Since

E = - —
ax
at

Η = rot A,

and using the vector identity

grad (vA) = (A V) ν + (vV) A+ [A rot v] + [vrot A]. (4.8)

Owing to the constancy of z, the values of A x curl ν
and (A· V)v vanish, and (4.6) takes the form

2 · ( 4 · 9 )

where Vj_—transverse component of the operator V,
expressed for example, in rectangular coordinates
by

(Uj and u2 are unit vectors along the corresponding
axis).

*[uH] = vx
Trot = curl.

we obtain from (4.9)

(4.10)

If the end walls of the resonator are perpendicular
to the Oz axis, then Aj_ on these walls coincides with
the tangential component of the vector potential A,
a component which vanishes on the resonator walls.
The first term in (4.10) therefore vanishes and we
ultimately have

dz. (4.11)

In (4.11) we can transform from the vector poten-
tial A to the fields by using (4.7). Representing A
in complex form A = Ao exp (ίωί), we get from (4.11)

Ρχ = — \ VLEZ dz. (4.12)
b

It follows from (4.11) and (4.12), in particular, that
the particles exhibit a very important difference in
their behavior in high-frequency fields of different
types. If TE oscillations are excited in the resonator
(there is no E z component of the electric field), then,
as follows from (4.12), p ± = 0, i.e., TE modes are
not suitable for separation of charged particles. In
this case the effect of the electric field is completely
offset by the effect of the magnetic field. Thus, to
separate particles it is necessary to use TM modes
(no Hz component of the magnetic field). In order to
ascertain the main laws governing the behavior of the
particles in TM fields, let us discuss as a specific
example a resonator in the form of a rectangular
parallelepiped. The natural oscillations in resonators
of simplest form were considered in many works

[53]
(4.7) t (see, for example, L J ) . For the TM mode in a rect-

angular parallelepiped, the components of the vector
potential take the form

Ax = cos yiX • sin y2y • sin y3z • sin kct,

(4.13)

> sin γ,χ· sin y2y - cos ysz sin kct,

where yl = η,π/a, γ2 = n27r/b, γ3 = η3π/1, k = ω/c,
Ao—constant, n1( n2, n3—integers, a, b, I— lengths of
the sides of the parallelepiped in the corresponding
directions. The origin coincides with one of the
vertices of the parallelepiped.

Substituting the expression for Az in (4.11) and
neglecting the displacement of the particle inside the
resonator in the transverse direction, we get for ρ χ

Ρί =
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χ (v* cos2 ytx· sin2 y2y + γ '-βϊη^α: ·cos2 y2y)

)-cosq>0]\ (4.14)

where <p0 is the initial phase of the oscillations. For

convenience in the analysis we assume that the side

edges of the parallelepiped are equal (a = b) and

confine ourselves to a stationary wave with n t = n2

= 1. n 3= 0.

Then (4.14) takes the form

[cosTipo-i- -g-} — cos<p0j . (4.15)

We see therefore that a particle moving along the

resonator axis (χ = y = a/2) acquires no transverse

momentum (Pj_ = 0). If we expand the trigonometric

functions in (4.15) in a series about this point

( χ = y = a/2 ), we obtain

where r is the radius measured from the axis
(x = y = a/2). It follows from (4.16) that the farther
away the particle travels from the resonator axis,
the larger the momentum it acquires.

Let us also calculate the deflection of the particle
in the fundamental wave (1, 1, 0), if it travels
through a resonator in a direction perpendicular to
the Oz axis, for example parallel to the Ox axis.
Carrying out transformations similar to those above,
we obtain for the momentum pĵ  acquired by the
particle

α

p x = y J VxAxdx. (4.17)
Ό

Since y$ = 0 for the fundamental wave, we have in
accordance with (4.13) Ax = 0, and consequently pĵ
= 0, i.e., in this case the effect of the electric field
E z is offset by the effect of the magnetic field Hy.
A similar result is obtained in the case when the
particle travels in the direction of the Oy axis.

To separate the particles it is necessary to have
a deflecting element in which the particles entering
at the same instant of time under different initial
conditions acquire identical displacements. As can
be seen from an analysis of the particular example,
this requirement is not satisfied by a resonator in
the form of a rectangular parallelepiped. The same
pertains to a cylindrical resonator. The require-
ments can be satisfied by using resonators of more
complicated shape. As a rule these are difficult to
calculate and we present only some estimates for one
of them, similar to that employed in the deflecting
system of the 5-GeV/c antiproton separator'-54-'. The
resonator has an irregular toroidal form and is
shown schematically in Fig. 13 where the direction
of particle motion is also shown.

FIG. 13. Form of resonator which serves as the deflecting
element for the electrodynamic separator.

Let us consider the case of quasi-stationary

oscillations, characterized by the inequalities λ » a,

and λ » d, where λ—wavelength of the oscillations,

a—radius of the capacitor space, and d—distance be-

tween the plates of the capacitor space. If λ » d,

the fundamental oscillation in the space where the

particle travels takes the form

Εz = DJ0(k'r) coskct, ) (4.18)

where J 0 (kr) and Jj(kr) are Bessel functions. For
λ » a we can draw several conclusions with respect
to the field in the capacitor space.

1. We can assume for the fundamental mode that
E z is homogeneous, since

J0(kr)~l+ ~ - ...andAa = - ^ - < l .

2. The time-averaged energy of the magnetic field

concentrated in the capacitor space is much smaller

than the average electric energy.

Indeed, their ratio is

f D1J\ (ftr) dV
kW

J ZWjj (kr) dV °° 8 '
V

where V—volume of the resonator space. This signi-
fies that the magnetic field is almost completely con-
centrated in the toroidal part of the resonator, which
plays the role of a lumped inductance. Since the
particle travels in the capacitor space, the influence
of the magnetic field on it can be neglected in the
first approximation and the momentum pi acquired
by the particle will be given by

= -ej^- [sin (Jy- + <Po ) - sin<p0] , (4.19)

where tt—time of flight through the resonator. Since
ka « 1, for β — 1, this formula assumes the form

2eDa
P_L =—"—COS<p0.

(4.20)

b) Waveguide systems. The derivation of (4.10)
is based on the general laws of electrodynamics, and
is of course valid for the case considered below.
However, to clarify the specific nature of the behav-
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ior of the particles in waveguide systems, we pre-
sent a somewhat different derivation. We assume
from the very beginning that the fields are described
by expressions

Ε = ί ( ζ , τΟβίίωί-κζ), Η = <#(ζ, η) β«ω«-™>, ( 4 . 2 1

where κ = ω/νψ is the propagation constant, vψ is
the phase velocity of the wave, and £ and η are
transverse coordinates, which will henceforth take
to be rectangular ( ζ = χ, η = y). We use Maxwell's
equations

i/cE = rotH, — iAH

divE = 0, divH
(4.22)

and r e p r e s e n t S (x , y) and 96(x, y) in the form

S(x, y) = $x(x, y)+u3gz(x, y), j ( 4 - 2 3 )

96(χ, y) = 96x(x, y)-\-U'.M'z(x, y),\

where u3—unit vector along the Oz axis. Writing out

(4.22) in terms of its components and taking (4.21)

and (4.22) into account, we obtain the following equa-

tions relating g j_ and 96χ with Mz and 3tfz:

• ϊκ96χ)] = — ik$x, | (4.24)

Replacing 96χ in the first relation of (4.24) by its

value from the second relation of (4.24) and vice

versa, eliminating Β χ from the second expression

with the aid of the first, and also using the relation

for the double vector product

[a[bc]] = b(ac) — c(ab),

we ultimately obtain

(k2 - κ2) 96χ = - ik [u3V±g2] - ix

As can be readily verified, similar relations also

take place in a cylindrical coordinate system.

We now assume that a particle of charge e moves

along the Oz axis with velocity /3c. The transverse

force acting on the particle is

. = β {$χ + β [η (4.26)

where φ0—initial phase shift between the wave and
the particle. We introduce the symbol βψ = νφ/c

= k/κ and use formulas (4.25), which take in this
notation the form

κ (1 ~ βφ) %χ = i {Vj_g2 - βΦ [u3Vx^?2]] (4.27)

Substituting these expressions in (4.26) and ex-
panding the double vector product, we get

(4.28)

This expression for the force is valid for an arbi-
trary particle velocity and for an arbitrary wave.
For a particle moving with a velocity equal to the
phase velocity of the wave (β = βφ) and for <?0

= -π/2, the second term in the curly brackets of
(4.28) drops out

jei(ml-xz+cpo) _. l >

and the expression for the force assumes the very
simple form

Fj. = -fV±g2. (4.29)

Waveguides for use as deflecting systems for
separators must satisfy the same requirement as
resonator systems, namely that the force must be
the same for particles with different initial condi-
tions entering the waveguide at the same instant of
time. In addition, inasmuch as we are interested in
separating particles of very high energy ( β ~ 1),
the electromagnetic wave must propagate with a
phase velocity equal to the velocity of light. As is
well known ^ , when ν ψ = c the TE and TM modes
become degenerate (the Hz or the E z components
are respectively equal to zero or constant), and do
not propagate in the simplest waveguide structures.
Thus, it becomes necessary to use a different mode,
whose Hz and E z components satisfy in accordance
with (4.25) the following relations when \φ = c:

[uaVi^l^Vig*, 1. ( 4 _ 3 0 )

[u3Vj.g2]= -VxSVz- J

Since the field components of TE and TM waves
vanish when νφ = c, relations (4.3) are satisfied for
them automatically. A theoretical investigation of
the waves of the new type, propagating with phase
velocity equal to the velocity of light, has been the
subject of many works w2»55"5'] we present below an
approximate derivation of the expressions for the
field components of one such wave propagating in a
cylindrical diaphragmed waveguide, and show that
this wave corresponds fully to the conditions formu-
lated above. The waveguide and the symbols are
shown schematically in Fig. 14.

FIG. 14. Cylindrical diaphragmed waveguide.

The equations for the components of the electric
field, obtained from Maxwell's equations (4.22), have
in cylindrical coordinates the form

ΔΪ,+ (*•-«·) JJt = 0,

, - -JT ( s , + 2 ^ - ) + ( Α 2 - κ») g r=0,

- -4f («e - 2 %-~) + (A2 - κ2) ge = 0,

(4.31)

where
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Δ = a» +4-

Determining θ.ίΓ/8θ from Maxwell's equations
-ikHz = (curl E ) z , and 9.Ιθ/80 from the equation
div Ε = 0, and substituting in (4.31), we obtain after
simple transformations

(4.32)

Analogously we obtain equations for the components
of the magnetic field:

(4.33)

When the phase velocity is equal to the velocity of
light, k2 = κ2, the last term in the left half of (4.32)
and (4.33) drops out. In addition, we put
g = P ( r ) e i n e and<3i?= G ( r ) e i n θ, and consider the
expressions for the components of the field of the
fundamental wave with η = 1. Allowing for all these
factors, Eqs. (4.32) and (4.33) take the form

dP* p* = 0 ,

• 3 dPr — 2 i k

dGz

dr*
Gz

W
3 dGr

"7 dr
2ik

d*Pe 3 dPe _ 2ik „ | 3 rfGe _

(4.34)

The solutions of these equations in the propagation
region, under the conditions that they be bounded at
r = 0, are determined by the following formulas:

z = Dkr, Gz = iDkr,

(4.35)

where Μ and D are constants determined from the
boundary conditions for r = a. Since the solutions in
the space between the diaphragms are of no interest
to us, they are not written out here. Moreover, in the
first approximation, which is perfectly adequate for
our purposes, these expressions will not be needed
at all, as will be shown below. We assume that the
wavelength is much longer than the period of the
waveguide structure, i.e., λ » h, where h is the
distance between diaphragms. Since the Eg field
component should vanish on the surfaces of the
diaphragms, we can in first approximation assume
for λ » h that EQ = 0 everywhere at r = a. From

this condition we determine the constant M:

(4.36)

Taking (4.36) and (4.35) into account, as well as
the equations div Ε = 0 and div Η = 0, we obtain for
the field components the following final expressions:

sin θ

, (4.37)

If we choose in (4.37) the first form of the depend-
ence of Ε and Η on θ ( E z = D kr cos θ exp [ i ( ω
- hz)] etc.) and go from cylindrical to rectangular
coordinates (x = r cos 6, y = r sin Θ) then, taking
(4.29) into account, we find that the force acting on
the particle is constant in magnitude and in direction
in the entire structure:

F* = eD^ (4.38)

For the other dependence of Ε and Η on θ we
obtain, to the contrary, F x = 0 and Fy = eD. This
remarkable feature of the described high-frequency
structure has been attracting the interest of
physicists, and such waveguides have been thoroughly
investigated not only theoretically but also experi-
mentally [58-60] _ jjj ο ^ connection we present a few
energy relations of practical use '-60-'. We assume that
the wave excited in the waveguide is such that the
particle acquires a transverse deflection only in the
χ direction. Then, according to (4.29), the trans-
verse momentum acquired by the particle on passing
through a waveguide of length I will be given by

p±=-^
dEz dz. (4.39)

We introduce the concept of shunt impedance (the
ratio of the square of the energy per unit length to
the loss power)

dz
\
/

d(3f">
di

(4.40)

where $P— power flux in the structure and the symbol
( ) denotes time averaging.

It is natural to assume that ( S3) varies along the
waveguide axis in accordance with

= »<?* « - 2 Γ * (4.41)

where 21 is the attenuation factor.
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Using (4.40) and (4.41) we can rewrite (4.39) in

the form
// ' ' /

(4.42)

We see therefore that the optimal value of ρ χ can be

obtained by choosing the corresponding values of the

parameters R, I, and 1. We express the shunt re-

sistance R in terms of the characteristics of the

waveguide. To this end we make use of the expres-

sion for the fields (4.37) and integrate the Umov-

Poynting vector over the cross section bounded by

the aperture of the diaphragm. We then obtain for

the power flux in the ζ direction

From this it follows, in particular, that the sign of

{&) will depend on whether ka > /if or ka < \ΠΓ

Physically this, means none other than the presence

of opposite signs of the group velocity Vgr relative

to the wave propagation direction. Noting that

where Q is the figure of merit of the waveguide in

the resonant mode; using (4.37) and (4.43), we obtain

ultimately from (4.40)

R (4.44)

Unfortunately, at the present time there is no
analytic expression for Vgr in terms of the charac-
teristic structure, and the latter must be measured
experimentally. ^

3. High Frequency Separator for the Two-Mile

Stanford Linear Electron Accelerator

A linear electron accelerator with energy up to
40 GeV is now being built at Stanford. In this con-
nection, a high frequency separator is under develop-
ment and different models for it are under study ^ .
Since the beam at the exit from the accelerator will
be in the form of clusters that follow each other
periodically with a frequency of 2856 Mcs ( λ — 10.5
cm) and with a high off-duty factor (60—70), it is
most advantageous to employ the separator proposed
by Panofsky, the operating principle of which was
considered in Sec. 1 of the present chapter. The
operating frequency of the Stanford separator was
chosen to coincide with the operating frequency of
the accelerator. The deflector proposed is a section
of a diaphragmed cylindrical waveguide whose high-
frequency field configuration was calculated in detail
in Sec. 2 of this chapter.

Let us stop to discuss the results of the cold
measurements of the section of the diaphragmed
waveguide in one of the models of the high frequency
separator ^ . The configuration of the electric field
in such a structure (Fig. 15) is determined by the

ι/ ί / ί Γ ι / Γ Μ / ι ν

FIG. 15. Field configuration in a section of a cylindrical
diaphragmed waveguide.

small-perturbation method, using a sapphire disc as
a probe. Figures 16 and 17 show the results of
measurements of the frequency shift Δί ~ Ε2, ob-
tained by moving the disc along the axis and along
the radius of the waveguide. The same figures show
the dimensions of the probe and of all the waveguide
elements. It is most advantageous to employ this
high frequency deflector to operate in the traveling-
wave mode.

2f 2β X

FIG. 16. Dependence of the frequency shift Af ~ E2 along the
axis of a cylindrical diaphragmed waveguide. 1—Sapphire probe.

FIG. 17. Dependence of the frequency shift Δί ~ Ε2 along the
radius of the waveguide. 1—Sapphire probe (the apertures in the
diaphragms are intended to maintain the polarization plane of the
wave).
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FIG. 18. Diagram of electrodynamic particle
separator of the Joint Institute for Nuclear Re-
search.

1 and 2 - ML - 17

3 - ML - 16

FIG. 19. Block diagram of multiple accelera-
tion system of the electrodynamic separator of the
Joint Institute for Nuclear Research. 1. Accelerat-
ing frequency of the Joint Institute proton syn-
chrotron; 2—pulse that switches the accelerating
voltage off.
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Depending on the choice of the waveguide parame-

ters, we can obtain a corresponding phase shift ψ

per cell, and also the value and sign of the group

velocity v™. For the model presented ψ = 2π/3 and

V g r = -0.0296 c *

4. Electrodynamic Particle Separator of the Joint

Institute for Nuclear Research

At the present time the high-energy laboratory of

the Joint Institute for Nuclear Research has com-

pleted the development of an electrodynamic particle

separator ^ based on the separation principle pro-

posed by V. I. Veksler and V. A. Petukhov and de-

scribed above. The electrodynamic separator is

based on the following: a system for multiple accel-

eration and a system for extraction of a secondary-

particle beam from the accelerator, a deflecting unit,

and an ion-optical system. A diagram of the channel

is shown in Fig. 18.

a) Multiple acceleration system and system for

extraction of the separated beam from the accelera-

tor. The purpose of the multiple acceleration sys-

tem is to obtain the high-frequency beam structure

necessary for the separation. This is attained by

intercepting the protons accelerated in the proton

synchrotron from the ordinary acceleration mode

into the multiple acceleration mode '-63Λ The transi-

*Analogous waveguides were investigated in many other
laboratories. Thus, for example, waveguides with ψ = π/2 and
v g r = 0.0903c are investigated at CERN ["], and with ψ = π/2
v g r < 0 in Brookhaven [*"].

tion to multiple acceleration takes place at the end

of the acceleration cycle, when the protons have

their required energy. The chosen operating fre-

quency of the multiple-acceleration system is 150

Me and the corresponding multiplicity is q - 100. To

ensure an interception coefficient σ > 0.5 with such

a multiplicity, the accelerating voltage V™ must be

250 kV. The accuracy with which the proton synchro-

tron acceleration system is switched off and the

multiple acceleration system switches on should be

within 10"4 (in terms of frequency).

Figure 19 shows a block diagram of the multiple

acceleration system. The accelerating voltage is

produced by two resonators, which are installed in

the vacuum chamber of the accelerator in one of its

straight-line sections. Each resonator is a quarter-

wave coaxial line segment. The need for enclosing

the resonator in the vacuum chamber makes its

shunt resistance relatively low, ~40 kilohms.

To obtain a voltage on the order of 125 kV on the

accelerating slot, the power required is on the order

of 100 kW. The resonators are fed from a four-stage

separately-excited generator with two parallel out-

puts. The specified accuracy with which the frequency

is to be maintained is ensured by a quartz exciter

which is common to the multiple-acceleration system

and the deflection unit. These two devices are

rigidly coupled in phase. The multiple-acceleration

system is designed for pulsed operation in each ac-

celeration cycle, with a duration not more than 20

milliseconds.

The secondary particles produced by the interac-

tion between the accelerated beam and the target are
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extracted by inducing for a short time azimuthal

asymmetry of the magnetic field of the proton syn-

chrotron '-64-̂ . This makes it possible to extract the

particles within less than 5 milliseconds, retaining

at the same time the specified high frequency struc-

ture.

b) Deflecting unit. The parameters of the deflect-

ing unit are chosen for separation of 5 GeV/c anti-

protons and pions. The center of the deflection unit

is 59 meters distant from the target. It is possible

in this case to separate also antiprotons and pions

with smaller momenta (2.9 and 2.2 GeV/c).

The deflecting unit '-54-' is constructed in the form

of a system of 16 independently phased quasitoroidal

resonators (Fig. 20). The resonators operate at the

fundamental mode and a high-frequency electric field

is used for the particle deflection. As was already

noted in Sec. 2, such a resonator form ensures the

passage of the separated particles predominantly

through the resonator region where the electric field

is concentrated. In view of the considerable reso-

nator aperture sizes necessary for the passage of

the beam, measures are taken to eliminate coupling

between the resonators. Suppression of the high fre-

quency resonant discharge is provided in the con-

struction of the resonator. The setting of the reso-

nator frequency and accordingly the maintenance of

the specified phase is by means of frequency-phase

adjustment systems.

FIG. 20. Arrangement of the resonators of the deflecting unit of
the Joint Institute electrodynamic separator.

The deflecting unit is fed from a five-stage gener-

ator with separate excitation and 1500 kW available

power. The generator makes possible pulsed opera-

tion of the deflecting unit at 6 pulses per minute, with

6 millisecond pulses.

The generator power distribution system is con-

structed on the principle of combining a two-step

power-branching " t ree" with subsequent direct

power branching in the resonator groups. Each

group consists of four resonators connected in

parallel by means of half-wave feeder segments.

The required phase relations between the reso-

nators is established with the aid of matched phase

shifters of the trombone type. Figure 21 shows the

over-all view of the deflecting unit of the electrody-

namic separator of the High Energy Laboratory of

the Joint Institute for Nuclear Research.

The main parameters of the deflecting unit are as

follows: operating frequency f = 150 Mcs, length of

deflecting unit I = 12 meters, number of resonators

η = 16, shunt resistance of the resonator Rsh — 0.8

megohm. At an electric field intensity ~ 30 kV/cm,

the power losses in each resonator amount to ~ 60

kW. The angle divergence of the 5 GeV/c pions and

antiprotons passing through the deflecting unit is ap-

proximately 8 mrad.

c) Ion-optical system. The ion-optical system

consists of three objectives (see Fig. 18), each

comprising a triplet of three standard ML-17 and

ML-16 lenses (see ^^). The first objective pro-

duces a parallel beam of particles emitted from the

target. The target is in the magnetic field of the

proton synchrotron. Its position is calculated to

cause the particles produced in the target at an angle

of 0° to pass in the specified direction. The second

objective focuses the beam on the entrance to a

FIG. 21. Over-all view of the deflecting unit
of the Joint Institute electrodynamic separator.
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special dual magnet SP-100. The construction of the

magnet is such that the separated particles (say

pions and antiprotons) move through it in magnetic

fields of opposite directions, and consequently ac-

quire opposite angular deflections. This deflection is

approximately 10 times larger than the angular de-

flection imparted by the deflecting unit to the parti-

cles. Finally, the third objective focuses the beam

on the hydrogen bubble chamber, which is located at

the end of the channel.

Electromagnets SP-12 are used to separate the

required momentum interval and for subsequent

compensation for the dispersion produced in the mo-

mentum analysis. The particles move on the entire

path from the accelerator to the hydrogen chamber

in an ion duct in which a vacuum of 10"3 mm Hg is

maintained. The high vacuum in the deflecting unit

(10~6 mm Hg) is separated from the lower vacuum in

the ion duct by 10 mylar partitions.

Table III summarizes the main characteristics of

the electrodynamic separator.

Table III. Principal charac-

teristics of electrodynamic

separator

Particle momentum
Momentum interval

(Jf) • • •

Expected antiproton
intensity

Expected separation
coefficient

Channel length

Working wavelength
Acceleration

multiplicity

High frequency
pulse power:

a) system for
multiple accele-
ration

b) deflecting unit

5 GeV/c

0.02

lp/10M>p

103

115 m

2 m

100

0,3 MW

1.0 MW

5. CERN High-Frequency Separator

The ideas of electrodynamic mass separation of

particles, developed in recent years at CERN, are

reflected in the design of a special channel for pure

beams of K-mesons, pions, protons, and antiprotons with

particle momenta up to 15 GeV/c.'-65-' This channel

is intended for the 1-1/2 meter British liquid-hydro-

gen chamber. A feature of the channel (Fig. 22) is

that it is designed to operate with either electro-

static ordinary deflectors or with high frequency

E S I E S 2
E s 3 Kfi

deflectors. In the latter case it is proposed to effect

the separation first with the aid of two high frequency

deflectors and later with three deflectors.

a) Ion-optical system of the channel. The use of

several targets is proposed to obtain intense beams

of secondary particles with different momenta. All

the targets should extract the beam at zero or near-

zero particle-production angles. The ion-optical sys-

tem will consist of standard electromagnets and CERN

magnetic quadrupole lenses. When working with

electrostatic separators, the ion-optical system of

the channel is optimized to produce a K-meson beam

with momenta up to 5 GeV/c. When working in the

dynamic separation mode, the ion-optical system is

optimized to produce 10-GeV/c Κ mesons. Let us

discuss in greater detail the electrodynamic separa-

tion of particles. As in the case of the electrostatic

separation of the beam, the channel can be divided

in three parts: the first part determines the ac-

ceptance of the system and the momentum interval

of the separated particles. It consists of vertical and

horizontal collimators Kt and K2, respectively,

which set the acceptance in two planes, and a triplet

of quadrupole lenses Qt, Q2> and Q3. These lenses

focus the beam onto the centers of the collimators

K3 and K4 in the horizontal and vertical planes, re-

spectively. Turning magnets Mt and M2 produce

dispersion of the horizontal image in K3, thereby

ensuring separation of the required momentum in-

terval at this point. The horizontal and vertical

images are separated in order to reduce the back-

ground due to muons and scattered particles.

The beam passing through the lens doublet Q4 and

turning magnets M3 and M4 has no dispersion, be-

cause it is turned by each of the magnets by the same

amount and because the centers of the magnets Μ4,

M2, M3, and M4 are conjugate foci of the lens

doublet Q3 and Q4. The collimator K4 is the source

for the first beam mass separation stage when op-

erating with the electrostatic deflectors. A horizontal

and vertical image are produced in the first deflector

by the lens quadrupole Q4, Q5, Q6, and Q7, and in the

second deflector by Q8, Q9, Q10> and Q n .

The vertical collimator K5 is an angle slot and

serves as the source for the separating stage when

using the high-frequency deflectors.

The mass separation of the particles occurs in an

absorber placed on the beam axis. The image of the

slot K5 is focused on the absorber. The subsequent

part of the channel forms the beam directly for the

bubble chamber.

b) Deflecting system. The deflector of the de-

flecting system is a large homogeneous diaphragmed

FIG. 22. Diagram of CERN channel for pro-

duction of pure beams, using electrostatic and

high-frequency separation. The electrostatic de-

H c flectors are designated ES, the high-frequency

ones HF.
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waveguide operating in the traveling-wave mode. The
length of each deflector is 3 meters. The construc-
tion of the waveguide is the same as in an electron
linear accelerator, but the types of electromagnetic
fields analyzed in detail in Sec. 2 are employed.

A feature of the deflecting system is that it can
operate periodically, in short pulses. The duration
of such pulses does not exceed several microseconds.
This imposes, in particular, definite requirements on
the extraction of the particles from the accelerator.

The technology developed at CERN for the manu-
facture of waveguides makes it possible to produce
them in lengths up to 1 meter. Each deflector must
be pumped out during operation to a pressure on the
order of 10"6mm Hg. It is assumed that the deflec-
tors will be separated from the individual sections
of the channel with lower vacuum with the aid of six-
micron mylar windows.

The main parameters of the CERN separator are
listed in Table IV.

Table IV. Main parameters
of the separator

In this case the following condition should be satisfied
[see (4.5)]

Nominal frequency
(λο = 10.5 cm)

Calculated momentum
(K-meson separa-
tion)

Calculated momentuir
(antiproton separa-
tion)

Distance between
deflectors

Deflector length
Deflector aperture

Maximum transverse
momentum imparted
to the particles in
the deflector

Maximum high-
frequency power in
deflector

2856 Me

10.34 GeV/c

20.24 GeV/c

50 m
3 m

54 mm

20 MeV/c

17 MW

6. Field of Application and Propects of Development
of High-frequency Separators

Development of high frequency separation methods
started relatively recently and is not as yet at the
same state of perfection as, for example, of the
electrostatic method. We can therefore not indicate
a definite region of application of the high frequency
separators. It is interesting to compare this method
with the electrostatic one '-61-'.

In electrostatic separators the particle-separa-
tion angle, in the relativistic approximation, is equal
to [see (3.7)]

The angle for high frequency separators can be
represented in the form [see (4.3)]

L
λ (pc)* (4.47)

the meaning of which, as already indicated, is that
particles of different species acquire at the end of the
travel base L under identical initial conditions a
phase difference equal to π. Combining (4.46) and
(4.47) we obtain

Δα«= = 02 ———r- . (4.48)

Comparison of (4.45) and (4.48) shows the main ad-
vantage of the high-frequency separation method
over the electrostatic method. Indeed, as follows from
(4.45) and (4.48), for identical momenta, field inten-
sities, and deflector lengths* the obtained separation
angle Δ α . is 4L/\ times larger than the angle Acee.
This gain is due to the fact that for electrostatic
separation the difference in the transverse momenta
acquired by particles of unequal mass passing through
the deflector is proportional to the difference in the
time of flight. For the high-frequency method this
difference is simply proportional to the time of
flight through the deflector itself. As a result the
separation angle Δαβ is inversely proportional to
the cube of the momentum [see (4.45)], whereas
Aojg is inversely proportional to the momentum [see
(4.46)]. When centimeter wavelengths are used with
a flight base of several hundred meters, the factor
4L/A reaches 104 and more. It therefore becomes
possible to advance in energy by more than one
order of magnitude compared with the electrostatic
method. Thus, for example, in the CERN 100-GeV
high-frequency separator C66'67^ now planned in con-
nection with the design of a large proton synchrotron
for 150—300 GeV, it is proposed to employ a wave-
length λ = 3 cm and a flight base L of more than
1,000 meters. Of course, this raises many serious
problems. One is the phasing of high-frequency de-
flectors that are separated by several tens of thou-
sands of wavelengths. Another is the duration of the
high frequency pulse. The existing high frequency
power sources in the centimeter band yield large
pulsed power (tens of megawatts) only for durations
not exceeding several microseconds. However, in
future large cyclic accelerators for ultrarelativistic
energies, even the fastest (single-turn) extraction of
the particles to the target will last several dozen
microseconds. This means that it is possible to use
effectively only a portion of the accelerated beam.
It is therefore extremely desirable to increase the

< 4 · 4 6 )

•In fact, the length of the high-frequency deflectors in the
separators now under design or construction (Z = 2 — 3 meters) is
approximately one order of magnitude smaller than the lengths of
the electrostatic deflectors (I = 20 meters). This, however, does
not affect the reasoning.
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duration of the high frequency pulses. A similar re-
quirement, but even more stringent, arises when an
attempt is made to use spark chambers and Cerenkov
counters for investigations in pure beams. One pos-
sible way of increasing the duration is to use high-

frequency superconducting deflecting devices
[63]

Superconducting resonators have very high Q, for
example, the measured Q of a resonator for the 10
cm band is 3,000 times larger at 1.8° Κ than at room
temperature, reaching 3 x 1O8^69^. In addition, al-
lowance should be made for the fact that the loading
of the high frequency deflectors by the beam in the
separator is negligibly small, owing to the excep-
tionally weak intensity of the beam. All this favors
the use of superconducting high frequency structures
for particle separation. Calculations show that in
order for the particles to acquire a transverse
momentum on the order of 20 MeV/c it is necessary
to have in this case not 15 megawatts but only 5 kilo-
watts. At such a power level, the centimeter-band
generators (klystrons) can operate almost contin-
uously. The question of the behavior of superconduc-
tors in strong high frequency fields is not clear as
yet, but similar research is being carried out in
many laboratories L J .

CONCLUSION

We have considered the principal methods of
particle separation. As can be seen from the ap-
pended bibliography, this is a relatively recent trend
in high-energy physics. However, even at present a
pure-beam channel is an essential part of any high-
power accelerator. The most widely used for the
time being are electrostatic separators, used to pro-
duce pure beams with energies of several GeV. The
problem of particle separation at energies of tens
and perhaps hundreds of GeV can be solved with
electrodynamic separators, which are under intense
development in many laboratories.

Progress in elementary-particle physics calls for
having more and more accelerated-particle energies.
Accelerators are already being designed for 200—
1,000 GeV. The question of the identification of par-
ticles of such energies has not yet been solved. New
methods for the creation of pure beams of ultrarela-
tivistic particles will be necessary. In this connec-
tion, attention should be paid to the suggestion that
particles be separated on the basis of the differences
in such characteristics of their nuclear interactions
as total cross sections, kinematics, and angular dis-
tributions [ 7 ° . For the time being it is still difficult
to judge the practical value of this suggestion. It is
clear, however, that as accelerators for ultrarela-
tivistic energies become available new ways of par-
ticle separation will also be found.
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